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Back Hooks 6s to make 7s 

I 

ICICLE-D ICICLED CCDEIIL ICICLE, hanging spike of ice [adj] 

IGNITE-R IGNITER EGIINRT one that ignites (to set on fire) [n -S] 

IGNORE-R IGNORER EGINORR one that ignores (to refuse to notice) [n -S] 

IMAGER-Y IMAGERY AEGIMRY mental pictures [n -RIES] 

IMBIBE-R IMBIBER BBEIIMR one that imbibes (to drink (to swallow liquid)) [n -S] 

IMMUNE-R IMMUNER EIMMNRU IMMUNE, protected from disease [adj] 

IMPALE-R IMPALER AEILMPR one that impales (to pierce with pointed object) [n -S] 

IMPEDE-R IMPEDER DEEIMPR one that impedes (to obstruct progress of) [n -S] 

IMPING-E IMPINGE EGIIMNP to collide (to come together with violent impact) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

IMPOSE-R IMPOSER EIMOPRS one that imposes (to establish as compulsory) [n -S] 

IMPROV-E IMPROVE EIMOPRV to make better (having positive or desirable qualities) [v -D, -VING, -S] 

IMPURE-R IMPURER EIMPRRU IMPURE, not pure [adj] 

IMPUTE-R IMPUTER EIMPRTU one that imputes (to credit to person or cause) [n -S] 

INANES-T INANEST AEINNST INANE, nonsensical [adj] 

INCITE-R INCITER CEIINRT one that incites (to arouse to action) [n -S] 

INCOME-R INCOMER CEIMNOR one that comes in [n -S] 

INDEED-Y INDEEDY DDEEINY used to emphasize affirmative [interj] 

INDITE-R INDITER DEIINRT one that indites (to write or compose) [n -S] 

INDUCE-R INDUCER CDEINRU one that induces (to influence into doing something) [n -S] 

INFANT-A INFANTA AAFINNT daughter of Spanish or Portuguese monarch [n -S] 

INFANT-E INFANTE AEFINNT younger son of Spanish or Portuguese monarch [n -S] 

INFULA-E INFULAE AEFILNU INFULA, either of two ribbons on bishop's miter [n] 

INFUSE-R INFUSER EFINRSU one that infuses (to permeate with something) [n -S] 

INGEST-A INGESTA AEGINST ingested material [n] 

INHALE-R INHALER AEHILNR one that inhales (to take into lungs) [n -S] 

INHUME-R INHUMER EHIMNRU one that inhumes (to bury (to put in ground and cover with earth)) [n -S] 

INJURE-R INJURER EIJNRRU one that injures (to do or cause injury to) [n -S] 

INSANE-R INSANER AEINNRS INSANE, mentally unsound [adj] 

INSIDE-R INSIDER DEIINRS accepted member of clique [n -S] 

INSTAL-L INSTALL AILLNST to place in position for use [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INSTIL-L INSTILL IILLNST to infuse slowly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INSULA-E INSULAE AEILNSU INSULA, region of brain [n] 

INSULA-R INSULAR AILNRSU islander (one that lives on island) [n -S] 

INSURE-R INSURER EINRRSU one that insures (to guarantee against loss) [n -S] 

INTERN-E INTERNE EEINNRT recent medical school graduate on hospital staff [n -S] 

INTIMA-E INTIMAE AEIIMNT INTIMA, innermost layer of organ [n] 

INTIMA-L INTIMAL AIILMNT INTIMA, innermost layer of organ [adj] 

INTONE-R INTONER EINNORT one that intones (to speak in singing voice) [n -S] 

INVADE-R INVADER ADEINRV one that invades (to enter for conquest or plunder) [n -S] 

INVITE-E INVITEE EEIINTV one that is invited [n -S] 

INVITE-R INVITER EIINRTV one that invites (to request presence of) [n -S] 

INVOKE-R INVOKER EIKNORV one that invokes (to appeal to for aid) [n -S] 

INWOVE-N INWOVEN EINNOVW INWEAVE, to weave together [v] 

IODIZE-R IODIZER DEIIORZ one that iodizes (to treat with iodine) [n -S] 

IONISE-D IONISED DEIINOS IONISE, to ionize (to convert into ions) [v] 
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IONISE-R IONISER EIINORS ionizer (one that ionizes (to convert into ions)) [n -S] 

IONIZE-R IONIZER EIINORZ one that ionizes (to convert into ions) [n -S] 

ISATIN-E ISATINE AEIINST isatin (chemical compound) [n -S] 

ISCHIA-L ISCHIAL ACHIILS ISCHIUM, pelvic bone [adj] 

ISOBAR-E ISOBARE ABEIORS isobar (type of atom (smallest unit of element)) [n -S] 

ISOGON-E ISOGONE EGINOOS line on map used to show characteristics of earth's magnetic field [n -S] 

ISOGON-Y ISOGONY GINOOSY equivalent relative growth of parts [n -NIES] 

ISTHMI-C ISTHMIC CHIIMST pertaining to isthmus (strip of land connecting two larger land masses) [adj] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Back Hooks 7s to make 8s 

I 

IDOLISE-R IDOLISER DEIILORS one that idolises (to idolize (to worship)) [n -S] 

IDOLIZE-R IDOLIZER DEIILORZ one that idolizes (to worship (to honor and love as divine being)) [n -S] 

IGNOBLE-R IGNOBLER BEGILNOR IGNOBLE, of low character [adj] 

ILLUVIA-L ILLUVIAL AIILLLUV ILLUVIUM, type of material accumulated in soil [adj] 

IMAGINE-R IMAGINER AEGIIMNR one that imagines (to form mental picture of) [n -S] 

IMMENSE-R IMMENSER EEIMMNRS IMMENSE, great in size [adj] 

IMMUNES-T IMMUNEST EIMMNSTU IMMUNE, protected from disease [adj] 

IMPERIA-L IMPERIAL AEIILMPR emperor or empress [n -S] 

IMPINGE-R IMPINGER EGIIMNPR one that impinges (to collide) [n -S] 

IMPLORE-R IMPLORER EILMOPRR one that implores (to beg for urgently) [n -S] 

IMPROVE-R IMPROVER EIMOPRRV one that improves (to make better (good)) [n -S] 

IMPULSE-D IMPULSED DEILMPSU IMPULSE, to give impetus to [v] 

INCISOR-Y INCISORY CIINORSY adapted for cutting [adj] 

INCLINE-R INCLINER CEIILNNR one that inclines (to slant (to deviate from horizontal or vertical)) [n -S] 

INCLOSE-R INCLOSER CEILNORS one that incloses (to enclose (to close in on all sides)) [n -S] 

INDAMIN-E INDAMINE ADEIIMNN chemical compound [n -S] 

INDICAN-T INDICANT ACDIINNT something that indicates [n -S] 

INDIGEN-E INDIGENE DEEGIINN native (original inhabitant of area) [n -S] 

INDIGEN-T INDIGENT DEGIINNT needy person [n -S] 

INDORSE-E INDORSEE DEEINORS endorsee (one to whom document is transferred by endorsement) [n -S] 

INDORSE-R INDORSER DEINORRS endorser (one that endorses (to sign back of negotiable document)) [n -S] 

INDULGE-R INDULGER DEGILNRU one that indulges (to yield to desire of) [n -S] 

INDULIN-E INDULINE DEIILNNU blue dye [n -S] 

INDUSIA-L INDUSIAL ADIILNSU INDUSIUM, enclosing membrane [adj] 

INERTIA-E INERTIAE AEEIINRT INERTIA, tendency of body to resist acceleration [n] 

INERTIA-L INERTIAL AEIILNRT INERTIA, tendency of body to resist acceleration [adj] 

INFAUNA-E INFAUNAE AAEFINNU INFAUNA, fauna living on soft sea floor [n] 

INFAUNA-L INFAUNAL AAFILNNU INFAUNA, fauna living on soft sea floor [adj] 

INFLAME-R INFLAMER AEFILMNR one that inflames (to set on fire) [n -S] 

INFLATE-R INFLATER AEFILNRT one that inflates (to cause to expand by filling with gas or air) [n -S] 

INHUMAN-E INHUMANE AEHIMNNU not humane [adj] 

INQUIRE-R INQUIRER EIINQRRU one that inquires (to ask about) [n -S] 

INSNARE-R INSNARER AEINNRRS ensnarer (one that ensnares (to trap)) [n -S] 

INSPIRE-R INSPIRER EIINPRRS one that inspires (to animate mind or emotions of) [n -S] 

INTAGLI-O INTAGLIO AGIILNOT incised or sunken design [n -LI, -S, -ES / to engrave in intaglio [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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INTENSE-R INTENSER EEINNRST INTENSE, existing in extreme degree [adj] 

INTERNE-E INTERNEE EEEINNRT one who has been interned [n -S] 

INTERNE-T INTERNET EEINNRTT network of networked computers [n -S] 

INTHRAL-L INTHRALL AHILLNRT to enthrall (to charm (to attract irresistibly)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INTRUDE-R INTRUDER DEINRRTU one that intrudes (to thrust or force oneself in) [n -S] 

INVOLVE-R INVOLVER EILNORVV one that involves (to contain or include as part) [n -S] 

IRONIES-T IRONIEST EIINORST IRONY, resembling iron [adj] 

ISOCHOR-E ISOCHORE CEHIOORS curve used to show relationship between pressure and temperature [n -S] 

ITEMISE-R ITEMISER EEIIMRST itemizer (one that itemizes (to set down particulars of)) [n -S] 

ITEMIZE-R ITEMIZER EEIIMRTZ one that itemizes (to set down particulars of) [n -S] 

IVORIES-T IVORIEST EIIORSTV IVORY, resembling ivory in color [adj] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Back Hooks 8s to make 9s 

I 

IDEALIZE-R  IDEALIZER ADEEIILRZ one that idealizes (to regard as perfect) [n -S] 

IMMATURE-R  IMMATURER AEIMMRRTU IMMATURE, not fully grown or developed [adj] 

IMMODEST-Y  IMMODESTY DEIMMOSTY lack of humility or decency [n -TIES] 

IMMUNIZE-R  IMMUNIZER EIIMMNRUZ one that immunizes (to protect from disease) [n -S] 

IMPOLITE-R  IMPOLITER EIILMOPRT IMPOLITE, not polite [adj] 

INCREASE-R  INCREASER ACEEINRRS one that increases (to make or become greater) [n -S] 

INFRINGE-R  INFRINGER EFGIINNRR one that infringes (to violate oath or law) [n -S] 

INHUMANE-R  INHUMANER AEHIMNNRU INHUMAN, lacking desirable human qualities [adj] 

INSCRIBE-R  INSCRIBER BCEIINRRS one that inscribes (to write or engrave as lasting record) [n -S] 

INSECURE-R  INSECURER CEEINRRSU INSECURE, unsafe (free from danger) [adj] 

INSHEATH-E  INSHEATHE AEEHHINST INSHEATH, ensheath (to enclose in sheath) [v -D, -HING, -S] 

INSOMNIA-C  INSOMNIAC ACIIMNNOS person who is regularly unable to sleep [n -S] 

INSTANCE-D  INSTANCED ACDEINNST INSTANCE, to cite as example [v] 

INTERVAL-E  INTERVALE AEEILNRTV illuvial terrace or plain [n -S] 

INTIFADA-H  INTIFADAH AADFHIINT INTIFADA, uprising of Palestinians against Israelis [n -S] 

INTIMATE-R  INTIMATER AEIIMNRTT one that intimates (to make known indirectly) [n -S] 

INTRIGUE-D  INTRIGUED DEGIINRTU INTRIGUE, to arouse curiosity of [v] 

INTRIGUE-R  INTRIGUER EGIINRRTU one that intrigues (to arouse curiosity of) [n -S] 

INVEIGLE-R  INVEIGLER EEGIILNRV one that inveigles (to induce by guile or flattery) [n -S] 

INVENTOR-Y  INVENTORY EINNORTVY complete list of items such as property, goods in stock, or contents of building [n -RIES] 

INVERTIN-G  INVERTING EGIINNRTV INVERT, to turn upside down [v] 

ISOCHRON-E  ISOCHRONE CEHINOORS ISOCHRON, line on chart connecting points representing same time [n -S] 
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